
LIBRARY PAPER RESEARCH

How to write a library research paper. Goal of assignment: Learning how to summarize information clearly and
succinctly is one of the most important skills you.

There is generally little depth to the content of these articles. A presentation of recently published results. Over
, awesome students are learning how to dominate their classes, get more done, and land the jobs they want â€”
and you should too. For a paper of this length, reading a whole academic book is overkill. Here are my steps
for approaching any academic book or article and extracting the maximum value from it: Skim. Use reference
materials and secondary literature to establish context and to introduce existing hypotheses. Initial appraisal
Author or creator: What are the author's credentials educational background, past writing, experience in this
area? In this guide we have divided periodical literature into four categories: Scholarly Substantive news or
general interest Popular Sensational Scholarly Scholarly journals generally have a sober, serious look. Follow
the guidelines below and consult chapter 8 in A Short Guide to Writing About Biology, 7th edition for further
details. Read with a pen or pencil in hand, underlining any unfamiliar terms or interesting ideas. Scan the table
of contents and the index to get a broad overview of the material covered. Articles are usually very short,
written in simple language, and designed to meet a minimal education level. What is the purpose or motive for
the site? After writing the thesis statement, the outline should include topics and subtopics that will support the
thesis. You want good, quality resources for your research paper so that your own credibility is achieved.
Revising and editing usually take some time, but when you finish with this phase, you will be ready to write
your final draft. Articles are written by a scholar or someone who has done research in the field. What exactly
am I looking for when I search? Does the reviewer mention other books that might be better? If Cornell does
not own the item you need, you can: Request it from another library to be delivered to you via Borrow Direct
or Interlibrary Loan. Coverage: Does the work update other sources, substantiate other materials you have
read, or add new information? What types of resources are required? Year of publication: Is the source current
or out of date for your topic? Need Help? Plagiarism is using information written by other people without
giving credit to the original authors. Is the book considered a valuable contribution to the field? If the research
that interests you keeps taking you another direction, consider revising your thesis. News and general interest
periodicals sometimes cite sources, a scholar, or a freelance writer. Now, start reading.


